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Reaching the Unreached (RTU) is an integrated project which targets the 
most marginalized sector of the Indian population, the Dalits. While the 
caste system legally has been abolished, its legacy has proven much more 
difficult to erase. RTU provides all people with the dignity they deserve, 
guiding them in the process of actualizing their rights, and empowering 
them through education and access to basic services. RTU’s daily 
programs serve thousands of people and include: construction of housing 
units, hygienic and sanitary services, educational and literacy training 
for adults, schools of every grade level, self-help groups for women who 
were the victims of abuse and maltreatment, as well as support groups 
for women with aspiring careers in business and entrepreneurship. The 
educational program has a very high success rate in national university 
admission exams. RTU has a scholarship program that allows dedicated 

students, especially young women, to obtain a university education.

1,400 children and young adults are taught by RTU schools, of which 914 are 
orphans and 479 affected from HIV.There are 193 scholarships are provided 
for university students. Additionally, more than 20,000 consultations will be 

carried out annually at RTU healthcare centers.

Most Holy Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, Creator, Savior and 
Sanctifier, we remember you as we look with wonder and awe at 
the richness of creation. As we savor the many experiences that 

have come our way, we thank you.
 

While we are in this moment of silence, we also acknowledge the 
pain and suffering in this world that surrounds us. We remember 
the millions of people who are in need of help but have no voice 

and have no one to help them. Remind us Lord, that we, too, have 
experienced loneliness and helplessness but were fortunate enough 

to have been assisted by our family and friends. 

Help us, Father, to reach out to those at the periphery of our 
society. Remind us that we are one family because we are all your 

children. 

Teach us, Jesus, to follow your example of true and unwavering 
love. May we all strive to become like you, a true brother and 

friend to all of humanity. 

Bless us, Holy Spirit, with the gift of courage and fortitude so that 
we may leave the confines of our comfort while bringing your love 

and hope to others. 
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